Vocabulary List 12B - English 9

Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary.
Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentences must be 100% grammatically correct and show you know what the word means within your sentence.

BENE / BON: good

11. benediction: n.

GRAT: pleasing

12. gratitude: n.

13. congratulations: n

14. ingrate: n.

15. ingratiate: v.

INE: like

16. pristine: adj.

17. saline: adj.

18. serpentine: adj.

19. equine: adj.

20. philistine: n.
DEFINITIONS

A. expression of pleasure over another’s good fortune
B. a person lacking in culture and manners
C. blessing
D. consisting of salt; salty
E. having its original purity
F. like a horse
G. like a snake
H. one who is ungrateful
I. thankfulness; appreciation
J. to worm oneself into another’s favor